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Writing tutors voice
objection over pay cut
By Greg Walker
and Sally Daly

Writing department Chairperson John Schultz displays Hair Trigger 8.

H·air Trigger 8
wJns .1 st .prize
. By Rudy_M. Vorkapic
Hair Trigger 8, a collection of
writings by Students enrolled in Columbia College writing classes, has
won first prize nationaUy, from the
Coordinating Council of Literary
Magazines (CCLM) for this year.
The competition annually evaluates anthologies of student works
from colleges aU ,over the country.
The CCLM award marks the fourth
time Hair Trigger bas won, and the
second time it bas won first prize.
The writing that ~to Hair

Trigger 8 came primarily from students during the Spring and Fall
semesters of 1983, with a small
amount coming from students during
the 1984 Spring term.
"It is such a prestigious award,
it's fantastic," said Shawn Shiflett,
director cf the tutoring program
here, who served as faculty advisor
with the responsibility for the fiction
Hair Triggel" 8.
The CCLM judges · said the edition was " big, energetic, (and)
original throughout" while citing its
strength in fiction and poetry as
"some of the best work we've
seen," exhibiting " precise, cerebral
concepts in writing."
Shiflett said that the group of I0
H air Trigger editors, all of whom
are, or were, Columbia writing students, did a tremendous job of putting the edition together .
" This group (of editors) was ext remely strong . Shiflett sa id .
"Sometimes I was amazed at just
bow gond they were."
The H air Trigger 8 student editors for fiction were: Mary Brophy,
Bill Burck, Andrea Cndy, Rochelle
Knight, John McPhail, Joey Pickering, Barbara Sandler, Laura Steele,
Kathleen Wargny and Ada Williams.
The student editors for poetry
were: Heidi Hedeker, Karen Murai
and Kathy Waara. Paul Hoover
served as faculty advisor with re:
sponsibility for poetry.
Writing Chairperson John Schultz
and Director of Freshman English
Betty Shiflett also served as faculty
advisors.
" It is a · great victory for the
Writing/English program, and the
writers and editors of Hair Trigger
8, " said Schultz. Such things (the
CCLM award) bring prestige to all
participants."
Schultz said that in order for a
piece to. be included in Hair
Trjgger, it must go through a selection process that is "one of the
finest and ·most complex."
Schultz said that, a prospective

Continued on page 3

"Last semester I got much more
of a political education than I cared
for, and I don't like the feeling of
being in the middle of a war," said
former Columbia Writing Department tutor, Ed Moore.
Moore is one of many who are or
were recently involved in the inner
workings of Columbia's Writing/
~lish Department. He has echoed
the opinions of others who call for
changes because they disagreed with
the way the department was being
run .
Along with all other work-aid and
work/study students at Columbia,
the English department tutors received a pay-cut from $4.97 to
$4 .50 last semester. The tutors were
upset with the cuts.

"We felt it was unfair because
tutoring is a difficult job," said
tutor Charles Laity. "We have a lot
of expenses we have to pay, such as
phone calls to tutees and a tutor
training course we have to take
which is four credit hours, which
adds up to $520."
Laity and Moore, were so upset
about the cuts, that they sent letters
of objection to Payroll Director
Pearl Cristo! and Vice President of
Finance John Scheibel. Laity said
his letter described why tutors deserved more money.
"It dealt with the problems that
there are a lot of studer.ts at Columbia with grammar and punc- ,
tuation problems," said Laity. Because stude nts come to Columbia
vtith punctuation and grammatical
problem s, and register for
Workshop I and IJ, tutors are expected to be the problem solvers. I
think there should be more emphasis
on grammar and punctuation. There
should be a combination of the two

(grammar and story Workshop) in
the lower level classes."
The letters from Moore and Laity
created more problems and did not
do anything to alleviate the first one.
There were reportedly grammatical
errors in Laity 's letter, and Writing
Department officials were angered
that the two tutors had went outside
the department to seek action.
According to Moore, Writing
Department Chairman John Schultz
voiced his displeasure at a tutor
training session. He spoke about the
grammatical errors in the letter, and
how he considered it wrong for the
tutors to complain to others outside
the Writing Department.
"This p!trase is burned into my
memory." said Moore . "He
(Schultz) said this about eight times.
•A breach of ·protocol'. That we
(Moore and Laity) had committed a
breach of protocol. "
According to Moore, Schultz told
the class that he had received a note

Continued on page 3

Col-.-mbia instructor a
candidate for Congress
By Marty Walsh
Robert A.. Cleland, a foreign affairs teacher at Columbia, is running
in tomorrow's primary election as a
democratic candidate for congress.
Cleland a Willmette resident,
came to Columbia in 1983 after
working as an accountant and business manager in . the Chicago area
for 30 years. He presently teaches
two classes here.
Cleland, a self described "left of

center' '

Democrat ,

is

running

against Gene Schenk, a political organizer for the LaRouche movement. (The LaRouche movement is
a political group classified as "far
right.")
The winner of lOth District primary will face Republican incumbent John Porter. Cleland has
the backing of the I Oth District
Democratic Congressional Committee and Jay Ukena, the Democratic chairman of Lake County .
Cleland is confident of victory in
the primary and is looking forward
to facing Porter in the general election. "The best you can say about
the LaRouche people is they are
bizarre. They're totally paranoid,
the longer they talk the less credible
they become. They are more of a
cult than a political movement,"
Cleland said.
ClelllJ!<l called Schenk a "minor

player in the primary, " and said the
real test will come in the general
election.
Cleland will have his work cut out
in his bid to unseat the incumbent,
Porter. who has been a member of
Congress for six years. The lOth
Congressional District, which includes the North Shore, is considered republican territory, but Cleland believes the district is ready for
a change.
Cleland cites the proposed budget
cuts, the decline in economy, inc reased military spending, the increasing national debt and the decline of American industry as his

major issues.
"There is a surface prosperity in
this county which I feel is being
undercut by a declining economy
and enormous annual deficits. The
'professional politicians· have put us
in the jam we are in. I think it's
time for a citizen leader to go to
Washington and ask the right questions about our national priorities, to
challenge the assumptions on which
our foreign policies are based," he
said .
Although Cleland bas never held
an elected office, he cites his educational, business and community
background as qualificiations for his
candidacy .
Neither Cleland or his opponent
was endorsed by the Chicago
Tribune. The Sun-Times has yet to
address this rule.

Robert Cleland
Cleland · is the Executive Director
of NOMOR (the Committee for a
Nuclear Overkill Moratorium.) He
is also an officer of the lllinois
Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign.
Cleland served as a naval officer
in World War ll and has been active
in human relations since the 1950s.
He served as chairman of the North
Shore Human Relations Committee
and was a board member of
H.O.M .E . (Housing Opportunities
Made Equal.)
If elected he promised that he will
go beyond the "symbolic demonstrations and protests to change present policies."
Cleland is married and ha' six
children.
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''State of Wotnen'' discussed at forum
By Charlene Lloyd
and Jacqueline Jones
The key phrase that echoed unanimously by the distinguis hed panel
of women at the sixth C hicago SunTimes Forum , advised women " to
be the best they can at whatever
profession they choose."
The event , held at the C hicago
Hilton Hotel, 720 S. Michigan
Ave .. attracted an audience of 300.
The event was designed to discuss
and exa mine " The State of
Women" from the beginning of the
Women's Movement until the present.
The panel suggested that women
who stay home and raise a family
contribute equally to society and
should receive the same respect as
those who choose outside careers.
"Nobody really knows how to
blend demanding professional performance and the equal demands of
children in the home," said Georgie
Anne Geyer, panel moderator and
nationally-syndicated columnist for
the Chicago Sun-Times.
" This is the first generation (of
women) that choose career vs. a life
at home and whatever we chose we
may think we should have done
another thing," Geyer added.

Oprah Winfrey, host of WLSTV 's " The Oprah Winfrey Show"
and Academy Award nominee for

her role in "The Color Purple,"
d rew applause when she said
"When we define 'work ' we
shouldn't be victims of semantic
slavery, because when a woman is
working at home she is working just
as hard."
However, lehan Sadat, pro fessor
of humanities at the University af
South Carolina and a career activist
in social reform and education in her
native Egypt said Women should not
try to compete with men, but be
equal and share opportunities together.
" We should not automatically
follow the dictatorship of what others, such as fami ly and friends
decide we should be, but we should
be ourselves," Sadat added.
The panel stressed that women
must realize that they have a choice.
"No one is arguing that all
women should be out making a
paycheck, but they should be given
the opportunity of choice," said
John Baratta, senior vice president
and group e xecutive officer of the
Personal Trust Group in the Harris
Bank Trust Department. In 1980,
she was the first woman named to
the title at any of C hicago's four
largest banks.
In his speech addressing- the
Forum , Mayor Harold Washington
said, " In 1984, almost 50 million
women were in the workforce, a
record 43 percent o f all U.S . employment. But about half of them
work in jobs that are 80 percent
'women's work,' with lower pay
and fewer benefits than predominate ly male categories."
The Mayor said that a woman
works nine full days to earn what a
man makes in five . Only six percent
of working women ever make it into
management. He said that sixty-two
percent of the poor in America are
women. While the U.S. poverty rate
is 14.4 percent, 40 percent of all
famil ies headed by white women are
poor.
"Staggering shameful statistics.
(Yet) these are among the extremes
we are facing,'' said Washington.

The panel of women who spoke at the recent Sun-Times Forum were (left to right) Sister Margaret Ellen
Traxler, Oprah Winfrey, IIana Diamond Rovner, Pastoni San Juan Cafferty, Georgia Anne Geyer, Jehan
Sadat, Hanna Holborn Gray, Roberta L. H azard and Joan M . Baratta.
Sister Margaret Ellen Traxier, a
Catholic nun for over 44 years and
founder of the Institute of Women
Today and the National Coalition of
American Nuns, said, "I feel that
we who have such gift of resources
must constantly search for justice
and then ,when moving fo rward hold
our hands out to those who, for
example can not be with us. They
never had a place at the American
table, at equal education, housing or ·
employment opportunities.··
Another panelist , U .S. District
Court Judge for the Northern District of Illinois, Iiana Diamond
Rovner said , " We must be human
beings and understand that this is a

time for searching and setting priorities. And above all, care about the
society we live in."
The Forum was held to coincide
with National Women's Week and
the I lOth anniversary of the YWCA
of Metropolitan C hicago. Other
panelists included: Hanna Holborn
Gray, preside nt of the University of
Chicago, Pastora San Juan Cafferty
professor o f urban policy at the
University of C hicago, Admiral of
the United States Navy and commander of the Naval Training Center in Great Lakes, II.
Above all, women were told to
"be yourself and define success as
you see it." The panelist warned

that they were not there to tell
women what they should be, but to
show them that they have a choice
and an opportunity .
Furthermore, the panelists said
that everything counts and eventually things will add up. Winfrey put
it best, " We all have the ability to
turn the world right side up, ·to
make a difference and it begins with
us understanding that we have the
power."
She added, ''I am, you are and
we are here because of the bridges
we've crossed over to get to the
other side."

Foundation seeks Columbia students
By Crystal Green
Want to do a good deed? The
Arthritis Foundation needs Columbia
College volunteers with, "energy,
innovation, creativity and a little
time,'' to help in its third annual
telethon on April 27.
" We need volunteers to distribute
fl iers in offices and on the streets,"
said Richard Durning, director of
development at the Arthritis Foundation. The fliers and poste rs will be
used to promote the pre-telethon
fund -raising party at the Hyatt
Regency on March 27.
Durning said volunteers will also
sell tickets for the fund -raising
party.
.
" Premiums and prizes will be
given to those who sell the most
tickets," said Durning.

Volunteers are also needed to help
on the day of the party to work the
beverage booth April 20-27 at the
Brickyard Mall , to participate on the
office party committee and to compete in video auditions.
The videos are produced to advertise the annual fundraising party.
Students will have an opportunity to
present their creativity. One source
says, " Videos will be produced utilizing national and local celebrity
endorsements and creative materials
to advertise the fundra ising dance."
"There will be video auditions
during the party." said Durning.
According to Durning the te lethons have been very successful in
the last two years.
"The telethon started in 1984 and
we raised $7 1,000 that year. Last

Women's cont. May 20
The 17th National Conference on
Women and the Law is being held at
the Americana Congress Hotel in
Chicago on March 20-23. This is
the first time that this conference
has been held in Chicago. Law
students from C hicago law schools,
as well as lawyers and community
activists comprise the committee that
is planning the conference. It is
expected to attract 2,000-3,000
lawyers, law students and community activists nationwide. and from
several foreign countries.
There will be dozens of workshops covering all aspects of
women's legal issues including,
employment discrimination , rep
roductive rights, family law, lesbian
legal issues, welfare, health care,
feminist jurisprudence, and con-

stitutional law. In addition, there
will be many workshops on issues
that are not strictly legal, such as
feminism , racism and labor organizing.
The theme for the C hicago conference is "In Our Own Voices: A
Call to Action" . Conference sessions will use this theme in exploring women's struggle to malke our
voices heard in the legal system.
The workshops will emphasize the
distinct background women bring to
the law . The diversity and strength
of wome n's voices will be a major
focus of the confere nce .
The conference is not restricted to
the legal community. It is open to
everyone who is interested in the
role of women in the legal system.

year we raised ·$159,000, " he said.
Durning said the money raised
goes for research, patient programs,
public education, free literature ,
news letters, etc.
According to Dr. Harvey !deus,
director of Career Planning and

P rofessional Placement here at Columbia.
"Columbia College students partic ipated in last year's successful
fund-raising party . The foundation
needs more Columbia students to
volunteer their services in return for

free tickets, gift .c ertificates and an
opportunity to meet celebrities and
media personalities."
For more information call Richard
Durning at the Arthritis Foundation
at 782-1367 or Rosemary Durkin at
462-7222.
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Now-enjoy a job for MBA 's
while studying to be one:

liT's NEW MBA with a
Management Internship

George or laura
5308 NORTH ClARK
CHICAGO, ILL 60640
PHONE. 312/878-8525
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Individual or Group Engagemenls
C./I ftx Appointment

236-4071

37 So. Wabash Suite 626
· Ne., Corner o f M onroe
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Th1s new. full-t1me. six semester day program includes two
semesters in which you will be placed in a paid position with a
major Ch•cago corporation. You can earn over half your
expenses. gain valuable management experience and have the
opportunity to advance to fuiHime employment with your
Internship company.
Your degree will be from liT. the University in the forefron t of
technological innovation and management. Your MBA program
uniquely integrates advanced management theory and strategy,
organization and operations of financial . service and
manufacturing firms .
The program is offered 10 two specialties:
• Information Resour-:-es Management
• Operati ons Management
Program begins June ,986. So act now.

CALL OR WRITE: ,
Ted Heagstedt
Director of Full-Time MBA Programs
ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TEC HNOLOGY
School of Busi ness Administration
10 West 3t Street
Chicago. Illinois 606t 6
312/567-5140
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~Tutors

the situation concerning the letters.
. skills should be instituted.
" I was angry that the people
" In the Writing Depanment, the
didn't bring it to me," said Shiflett. attitude was that tutoring could
" There was a breach of protocol
handle everything, an extremely
Continued from page 1
and it was handled wrong. I called broad range of problems" said
the tutors in and told them that. One Moore. ••since Columbia has an
from Scheibel saying that maybe the of the letters was done in anger and
open-<loor policy and takes nearly
person who vfiote it (the letter) he didn' t proofread it. He (Laity) is everyone
who applies, you get a lot
needed a tutor. Moore said that he a good tutor."
of people whose writing skills are
and Laity were offered suppon from
absolutely awful."
Writing Department instructors who
Gary Jolinson, Co-Director of the
also disagreed with the w;ay the Tlltoring Program, also said that
Shiflett said that tutors are exdepartment was being run. Moore Laity is a good writer, and probably
pected to handle the problems that
said that he had no idea how much didn't read over his work. He also ._ an instructor, who has many other
turmoil was actually going on in the said that he and Shiflett dido 't like students in the classroom, can't
department until he and Laity wrote · the pay cuts, and tried to do some- handle. They are expected to take on
the letters.
thing about it.
the problems that poor write rs have.
He also commented on remedial
"We've been asking for more
"It was almost like camps were
forming," said Moore. "On this money even after the administration skills, grammar and the punctuation
issue.
side you have the people who think made that eut," said Johnson. "We
the program is fine, and on that side told them (the administration) that
" I would consider what we do
you have the people who want to our people are highly trained and
remedial. I consider tutoring remechange. And so, its possible that my deserve more money. We think the
dial ," said Shiflett.
letter and C.J .'s (Laity's) just kind tutors are working very hard. We
of stirred the pot a little more. dido 't like the cuts, but our hands
Shiflett said that in his research he
There was already a conflict going are tied . If we could get more has found that the people who beon..and we just stumbled right into money, they'd have it. "
came instructors and tutors dido 't do
II.
Both Laity and Moore suppon the so because of grammar and puncI
tuation, but because they read, and
Shawn Shiflett, Director of the Story Workshop method, but believe
remembered the things they read .
Tlltoring Program, commented on that classes that stress more basic

Hair Trigger
Continued from page 1
piece must first be submitted from
an instructor from a student's file,
or a student must submit his or her
work. Then the student editors select
the stories they feel are the best.
Stories that are rejected may be
appealed by teachers. Those stories
are reread and a final decision is
rendered.
According to student editor Bill
Burck, who is currently a pan-time
writing instructor at Columbia,
" Something that appears in Hair
'fliaer will have been read by five
or six editors."
Burck said that the five or six
editors must then unanamously agree
that the work be included in Hair

'fliaer.
Burck estimated that during the
process of selecting the stories for
Hair Trigger 8, each of the 10
student editors put "in about 150
hours- of reading to finally choose
those for publilcation.
First prize was somewhat of a

shock to Burck. "I wasn' t expecting
this," he said.
The reason Burck wasn't expecting the award was because after
Columbia had won their previous
first prize in 1979, the CCLM
changed the rules to read that publications submitted for judging, must
also include one-third graphics.
The only graphic in Hair Trigger
8 was the cover.
Schultz said that Hair Trigger 8
won because the quality of writing
was so good. He added, "The originality of all the stories was particularly strong."
Schultz also said that the addition
of freshman writing helped . "One
of the things that pleased me and the
judges is that we dared to show
freshman writing," he said.
Future editions of Hair Trigger
are already being planned .
According to Schultz, story selection for Hair Trigger 9 is already
nearing completion, and stories for
Hair Trigger 10 are being produced
this semester.

' 'I'm saying that they are a pan
of it, grammar and being required to
make things clear . They have to be
taught holistically ," said Shiflett.

March 17, 1986
" Simply shoving a grammar book
down a student's throat won't work.
I'm really proud of the tutors. In
general they really act like professionals, and really care about the
tutees that come through their
doors."
Moore said that the general feeling among the tutors, before he
decided not to return after last fall ,
was that there should be more professional ways to deal with extreme
cases. Moore suggested remedial
and specialized classes.
"Especially an English as a second language class," Moore said.
" We really felt that we were
doing a big service and weren't
being rewarded," said former Writing/English depanment tutor Rick
De Salvo, who said tutors at Columbia got "low pay and a lot of
grief.''
De Salvo, who graduated from
Columbia last semester, said that
tutors were dissatisfied because of
low pay, a lack of respect for their
work, and most of all, a demand by
the heads of the Tutoring Depanme nt to see their journals. This
demand led to the formation of a
petition by the tutors last year.
U S Department ot Health & Human ~es

TEST
YOUR
KNOWLEDGE.
Q: How many of the people who died of lung
cancer last year were smokers?

A.25%
B. 40%

c. 60%

531 sOuth Wabash
922- 1928/922-1929

•••A Friendly Place
Fast Service

Reasonable Prices
Carry Out and Dirring

~
·~

" We felt we weren't being rewarded properly," said De Salvo.
"The straw that broke the camel's
back was because they were going
to collect our journals."
According to De Salvo, Columbia's student tutors keep jou mals on
their tutees progress and other im ponant notes. The tutors were under
ihe assumption that the journals
were private. De Salvo said that the
petition did no good and that Shiflett
and Johnson, the heads of the T utoring Depanment, " kind of laughed
it off."
" We felt it was infringing on our
privacy," said De Salvo. "They
collected journals and there was a
lot of worry. "
According to De Salvo, the tutors
were worried that the administration
would look at their journals and pass
judgement, which the tutors considered unfair.
Shawn Shiflett, Director of the
Tutoring Depanment, said that the
tutors were wrong and that their
journals were not private.
"They are getting paid to do
this ," said Shiflett. "It"s not like a
private journal or something . It"s a
work journal."
Shiflett says that the journals were
pan of the job that the tutors were
being paid for. and he staned
checking them when he suspected
some were not doing them properly .

Classified
GET OFF YOUR BUNS
AND ORDER MUFFINS
FROM LES BROWNLEE,
" THE MUFFIN MAN".
EXT 348, OR 864-2357

0. 80%

SCHOLARSHIP
$1500 scholarship for a
. student of Italian extraction
· who is at least in their junior
year majoring in journalism
or communications. Come to
the Financial Aid Office,
room 603, to receive an
application . Appl i cat ion
deadline: April 14.

,: · -,·· ~
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QUimNG.IT COULD "BE
THE TEST OF YOUR LIFE.

Announcing Poetry
Contest
Must submit original, previously
unpublished poem. Poet must reside
in greater Chicago area. Cash
awards. Deadline: April 7, 1986.
See Janet Graves in the Financial
Aid Office for details.

Our disaster reUeCreserves are gone. We need
your help. To raise at least
$20 million in emergency
To make sure our volunteers'
hands aren't tied when
the next disaster slrikes.

I
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Photography
dept. features
Workshops

St udents are
advised to
apply for aid
By Exodus Pettus
If Columbia College students are
waiting to apply for financial aid for
the 1986-87 school year, they should
not .
According to Financial Aid Director Ray Pranske, " Now would be
a good time to apply for financial
aid ."
Pranske said stude nts should apply
now and beat the rush because, in
the case of receiving federal and
•tate aid, there is a first-come and
!irst-serve policy. If students wait,
they run the risk of not receiving
any aid for the school year.
" We want to encourage our students to apply for aid early," said
Pranske.
The FAF (Financial Aid Form)
~nd the Application for Federal
Student Aid are available at the
fina ncial aid office.
Columbia College, according to
Pranske, prefers the FAF form and

other universmes such as Northwestern and University of lllinois at
Chicago Circle also prefer the FAF.
Pranske said the FAF is a better
form because it is less complicated
and takes care of students' validations.

By Jacqueline Jones

Ray Pranske

Pranske also said if students want
to use the free application for Federal Student Aid, they can, because
the form is in the Financial Aid
Office, but he warned that the form
is more complicated for 1986-87
than ever before.

4.6 percent which means the Depanment of Education 's budget
would have to be cut by $846 million. This means that spending on
Pell Grants, for example, would
have to be reduced by about $ 165
million from the $3.6 billion Congress and President Reagan , have
agreed to provide for them this year.

Pranske said that proposed budget
cuts could be devastating for colleges but that there is a chance that
the heavy reductions might not occur that severely for the 1986-87
school year . He warned that there is
a good chance those heavy reductions could take place, however , in
the 1987-88 school year.
According to Susan Frost of the
Committee for Education Funding,
the budget has to be trimmed about

Frost also said that far more
drastic reductions in spending could
come in October of this year when
the fi scal year 1987 begins. She said
at that time the deficit must be
reduced and spending cuts might be
imposed under the balanced-budget
legislation .

The Columbia College photography department will be holding a
series of workshops and lectures to
introduce students to different areas
of photography.
The workshops , which will meet
from 9:30 a.m .-5:30 p .m., on Friday and Saturday for registered
students only, will be taught by four
guest speakers.
On March 23 and 29, photographer John Gossage will, in his
workshop " Raindogs", discuss the
possibility of "Content in Photographs," and try to deal primarily
with the students' concerns as shown
in their own bodies of work. "Usin&
my own work as an example I will
illustrate my own concerns. and
beliefs about photography" he said.
New York Regional Executive of
United Press International Vincent
B. Crosbie, will host the third
workshop titled "Deadline Every

-Minute: The History of UPI. •
Crosbie, who will lecture on
18, said; " I will draw from
experience of photographing
writing news stories, picture edi ·
and project development
bilities at UPI. "
The last workshop on May 2

Last workshop
on May 2
3 titled "Lecture Untitle," will ~
ture photographer Jim Dow. Dow'
objective will be to " identify w
most interests each student, and
try and demonstrate to those
people how, and why, I do what
do in the same sort of way."
All lectures are $5 and will
held in the Columbia College Fct
guson Theater. For more info
tion eall the photography de
at 663-1600 Ext. 327 or 320.

"Twin Ex hibitions''
open at Colum bia
College this month
By Susan Mcllwaine
"Twin Exhibitions," the controversial work of idential twin
brothers, opened at · both the Museum of Contemporary Photography,
600 S. Michigan Ave ., and the
Columbia College An Gallery, 62
E . lith St. , on March 14 .
Brothers Joel-Peter Witkin and
Je rome Witkin have generated considerable attention in the fields of
photography and painting. This will
be their first joint exhibition since
1967, in Manchester, England.

Joel-Peter:
challenges
orthodox values
Joel-Peter Witkin 's photographs
challe nge orthodox values and
"good" taste, portraying disturbing
half-human, half-<lemonic creatures
who are often seen undergoing torture or enacting sexual taboos.
The parchment-like look of JoelPeter Witkin's photographs is derived from his unique printing techniques. He prints through watersaturated tissue on warm-hued paper
and processes with two toners .
These are used as "aging" techniques. Prior to printing, the artist
also alters his images by scratching
on the negatives to soften or emphasize a certain aspect. These
combined processes produce an antique look and give his works a
sense of historical authenticity that
helps mute the harsh subject matter.
Joel-Peter Witkin uses studio setups and manipulates techniques
that connect him with many "postmodern " photographers. However,
he also creates highly personal and
often gruesome an that draws upon
traditional themes of Western

an- classical gods, heroes, saints,
manyrs, and madonnas.

Jerome-Peter:
unsettling
themes
Unsettling themes also dominate
the paintings and drawings of Jerome Witkin, Joel-Peter Witkin's
identical twin brother. The atomic
bomb, the Holocaust, race riots,
subway crime and domestic tensions
are all prominent in Jerome Witkin's
work.
Refusing to be bound by ideology,
What better place to tape WLS-TV's Rock On Chicago than at The Sequel, 418 S. Wabash , a Chicago
Jerome Witkin freely personalizes
selected cliches from the Bible, forerunner in music-video restaurants?
Radio personality and " Rock On" host Brant Miller (pictured above) hosted the Friday-night program whicb
ftlms, 311 ·history and the six o'clock
news and then improvises his own was filmed March 10 at noon, as students, punk rockers and other hungry patrons munched along with him.
Between
bites of french fries and gourmet burgers, Mille r interviewed The Sequel staff, whose creative
text in his paintings. His art is often
loaded with charged emotion and ·techniques include serving hamburgers on trays made of record albums.
The Sequel combines serve-youself casualness with props like nine video monitors to create a hi-tech, yet wzy
bizarre narration.
Joel-Peter and Jerome Witkin environme nt.
Future plans include the construction of a stage, to be built in a large area behind the restaurant's kitchen, to be
were born in Brooklyn, N .Y., in
1939. Joel-Peter Witkin received his used for live music and enterta inment.
The Sequel is open from II ~. m . -10 p.m. , 11 p.m. weekends.
Bachelor of Fine Arts from Cooper
Union School of An in New York . - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

"Rock On'' Films at Sequel- !

The ·n7lor1d 1·s w;·-::1-itina.

city and his M.A. from the university of New Mexico. He currently lives
in Albuquerque,
Jerome
Witkin
also receivedN.Y.
his
B.F.A. from Cooper Union and his
M.F.A. from the University of
Pennsylvania . He lives in Syracuse,
N.Y., and is a member of the an
department of Syracuse University.
A reception was held on opening
night, March 14, at the Museum of
Contemporary Photography with
both brothers attending.
During the course of the exhibit,
the Museum of Contemporary Photography and the Columbia College
Art Galle ry will hold the same
hours: Monday through Friday, 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturdays noon
to5p.m.

VVl
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Be an e;v'jchange student.
,(\.!

Step into an adventure filled with opportunities and challenges. As '
part of International Youth Exchange, a Presidential Initiative for peace,
you live abroad with your new host family. Learn new skills. Go to new
schools. Make new friends.
Young people from all segments of American society a r e .
~ing sel.ected. If you {I like to be one _of tht;m. write for more
.
1
mfonnat10n on programs, costs and fmanaal aid.
Help·bring the world together, one friendship at a time.
•
r.ll!'l
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with Campus Marketing

YOUR BEST ·DEAL TO FLORIDA

LAST FOUR DAYS
YOU DRIVE·(TO THE PARTY)

$8900
WE DRIVE

(THE PARTY STARTS HERE)

$169°

0

INCLUDES:
• Round trip motor coach transportation to beaut1ful
Daytona Beach ( WE DRIVE Packages Only) We use
nothing but modern highway coaches.
• Eight Florida days/seven endless nights at one of our
exciting oceanfront hotels. located right on the Daytona
Beach strip. Your hotel has a beautiful pool. sun deck. a1r
conditioned roams. color N. and a nice long stretch of
beac h.
• A full schedule of FREE p ool deck parties every day.
• A full list of pre-arranged discounts to save you money in
Daytona Beach.
• Travel re presentatives to insure a sm ooth trip and a
good time.
• Optional side excursions to Disney World. Epcot. deep
sea fish ing. porty cruises. etc.

-

• All taxes and tips

SPEND A WEEK- NOT A FORTUNE
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND SIGN UP

Full payments must be made by ·cash or
money order. No personal checks will be
accepted. Deadline March 21.
see Tigre or Jeanette
Mon. 9-5:30, Tues: 9-4:30, Wed. 12-2:00
or 5-6:30, Thurs. 11·5, Fri. 10-2
Sponsored by Campus Marketing

" EXIUIENCEo P!loffSSloNAts IN cOlLEGE 1ouRs..
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Part-timers a problem?
Thi• editorial. the .erond in a series on improving Columbia College,
proposes a remedy to some of the problems with our pan-time faculty .
The old adage .ays. "Those who can't, teach ." The problem at
Columbia is that "Those who can. can't teach. "
The lll05t common student complaint is : "This class is a joke. The
teacher knows his stuff; he's a nice guy , but he doesn't know how to
teach. "
This complaint is especially true of pan-time faculty teachi ng a course
for the first time. Faculty are hired based on their credentials within the
field they are to teach . Many of them have only their memories of student
days to inform them of how to teach.
Pan-time teachers take years
to amass the experience that a full-timer gets in one semester of four
classc<. But even teachers, who have taught many times. may no! know
how to teach a particular course.
Columbia needs to institute a teacher training sem inar. This week long
night course held before each semester would be conducted in three pans.
Monday. new teachers could be oriented to Columbia's philosophy.
history, and administration. Tuesday and Wednesday. Columbia's best
teachers would give entenaining lectures explaining and demonstrating how
to effectively inte ract with students. Thursday and Friday. new teachers
could attend smaller depanment seminars, where depanment heads and
their best teachers could explain depanment philosophy and the progression of courses. New teachers could find out what the depanment and its
students expect to be taught in the cou rse they will administer.
The Furguson and Eleventh Street Theatres could house these seminars.
With proper planning. they will become the soctal event ot the semeste r
for Columbia faculty . They will e nsure school unity. course continuity
within de partments and a better educational experience for both students
and teachers.
The abo~e persp«li~e editorial, the .<recond of three regarding the

college, Is by Peter Coogan, a senior journalism student at Columbia .
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Tutors handle problems
More voices have joined the rising tide of prolest against some of Columbia's Writing Deputmeot'a pnctlc:a.
Besides instructors who complain about strict enforcement of the Story Workshop method, there arc IIIUdent IUIIIn
who also have their beef.
These tutors are students who take a class. whic h they have to pay for, in order to learn to teach other ltUdeMI.
The students are on the school's payroll . doing a job fo r Columbia College.
The problem. they say. is that they are being unfairly put upon. The tutors that the Chronicle have interviewed
had a variation of the same story to tell . The tutors say that they put in long boors, deal with the most horrcDdoul
problems in basic verbal skills that come with students to Columbia, and that they arc no! paid enouaJ!.
One Writing Depanment instructor and former tutor said that the work loads arc tremendous for tutora, IDd lhll
a lot of them don't know what they are getting into.
A student and former tutor said he used to work such long hours that a teacher asked if he had a bed in hla
cubicle. one of the small rooms used for tutoring.
There is no way of gauging whether or no! the hardships arc as bad as the lUton say , but we do know one
thing:
Columbia has an open admissions policy. and there arc some students, IJid talented students too, walkina atolllld
Columbia College who don't have a firm grasp on the English language.
Some of these students are foreigners, some arc from the ghett<>-which can sometimes be another wotld II
itself- and some simply didn' t get it in grade school. Most of these studens arc required to take writing COUI'MI at
Columbia. and a significant amount of them end up in cubicles with tutors. The tutors say that instead of IIPifldilll
skills which have grown rusty. they often deal with skills which arc nonexistent.
Columbia's administration is showing no ioclinations toward changing the admissions policy. It is -.elililt IIIII
fair. they say. which is good for the students and good for society. Since that's no! going to change, !01J1e1bia1
else should.
Columbia College should not have student tutors doing a job that actually should be taken care of in a c:J.
situation, using techniques designed to teach what college students didn't get in hip school. Hopefully, wllh die
coming changes in the Writing/English depanment. something will be done to address this issue. But if die
college's administration insists on using tutors, they should give them enouaJ! training to really corniMit what' they
are up against. and pay them more than the current work study/work aid wages.
-

PhotoPofl
What do you think of Columbia's open admission policy?

Dave Hinds
Junior
Pbolograpby
"They just want the money. it
seems to me. And the tuition goes
up year after year. It's pretty good
though , but I think you should have
better grades to get in."

Junior

Fllm
" It isn't bad, but people who j ust
"Well, I think it's perfect. I
come in don' t know what they're mean, I don't see anything wrong
going into, so they need to know with that. What's so controversial
and be more informed about what about it? Some of the most talented
they're going into. Nobody should people aren ' t the lll05t superior, income in here and just take classes tellcctually-smanest people. So I
they think they want. They should think it's a better policy because you
j ust come here and know what they might get a bunclr'of straight " A "
want to do . They shouldn 't come students in here, but whatever field
here and waste the ir money. That's they want to go into, they might no!
what happened to me when I was have that kiod o f talent."
coming here the first couple of
years: I didn' t know what I was
going into."

Klllll c.mr
Sopllom.-e

AEMMP
" I think it's too extreme, that
"I think they sbould haW~ they should have some standards. lcintl of idea wbal they Wllllt, . . .
There should be some kind of test. they W8111 to be at Columbia ...
People should be able to read, this is wbal they want to do here. I llllit"
a college."
there should be a math tat• . . _
not • requirement, but if ~~
major in TV. maybe they
have some experieace in ~

like ci8SICS in hiah ICbool or . .
outside experience. "
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Actors experience life on the road
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By Joy Darrow
"I'm the toughest, the meanest,

die greatest IO!Hlf-a-b-- there is!
There's NOBODY badder than
IIIIC.''
A

10-foot tuxedo-clad

puppet

puffs up to IS feet. Its arms are
lbout 25 feet across and its sudden
powth seems to imply that there's
' DO telling how high it will grow.
The actor, in bare feet and wear-

iDI

a street mask, stares the audi" I' m all right! I got it
aD! They're going to LOVE me!
Yeah, ain't nobody not going to give
it ALL to me," he waves his hand,
aesturing to an imaginary prison
yard full of inmates. "I'm going to
HURT someone. I am! Nobody put

eace down.

ME down."
Puppet or not, the ever-rising gent
with the bubble head is becoming
really

AWESOME. Some more
by the. angry actor/ prisoner,
his speech peppered with any
IIUlllber of four letter words, and the
creature grows some more. And
more. It's 25 feet tall now and
menacing the rafters. People in the
lint row shrinlc into their seats,
spines jammed against the upholstery.
The "prisoner" keeps rapping,
thus propeling the man-shaped
puppet still higher, this personified
monster of a self-image that he calls
KING CON.
Then, after conning his way off
the streets and into prison, the convict slices a guard and goes screaming towards death. His King Con a
djatanl, empty shadow, he's 5enteoced to death and is hung.
Lights · come on and nobody
moves. "That's all," shouts the
actor, John Bergman. "Let's hear
frW.nJ(QI! ••Questions?"
Nobody moves, nobody tallcs.
" Don't be zonked out, " Bergman
needles the audience. "Sure, it's
emotiooal," the tone is gentler now.
" It hurts. That's what the Geese
Theater Company is all about."
Slowly, the shaken audience stut·
tcrs awake and a few questions are
asked. This isn't the usu;d audience,
however. This one is students majoring in either criminal j ustice or
theater at the University of Ulinois·
Chicago. Usually, the audience is
waD-to-wall prisoners in institutions
~

all across the United States.
The Geese Theater Company,
founded and directed by Bergman, is
one-of-a-kind in this country, if not
the world. Its performances, in more
than 170 correctional institutions for
adults and youths in the U.S. before
some 30,000 prisoners, seem to
punch out the audience wherever
they go.
For five years, the group of eight,

sometimes more or less, actors,
most in their early 20s, many of
them college graduates with theater
degrees, have traversed this country
from San Quentin on the West Coast
to Rikers' Island on the East Coast
in a tumbledown schoolbus called
"Big Red" because it's red. The
majority of actors are white; the
majority of their audiences is black.
The difference in color quiclcly fades
as the actors invade the stage, strutting, sidling, whooping, exchanging
funny handshakes, posturing and
slugging it out. There is no color
here, only hate and fru stration .
It's confrontation theater and the
actors get the equivalent of a masters degree while on the road - on
the bus, in this case - with a major
in survival and a minor in theater.
The young thespians promise a year
of their lives in exchange for $63.50
a month plus room and board, a lot
of prison meals and some scary
face-offs with prisoners who have a
lot in common with King Con, the
namesake of the company's latest
original play now malcing its crosscountry debut behind bars.
Who are these actors who have
probably been in places Charles
Kuwait's traveling TV show never
was or will be? Shaun Landry is
one.. Twenty years old, a graduate
of Dunbar High School and a
former theater major at Columbia
College, she plans to resume studies
soon. Landry joined the company
"because I dido 't want to do
'Bubblin' Brown Sugar' the rest of
my life. "
"It's been amazing ," she describes her past two years on the
bus. "I came in empty-handed and
I've learned enough to start my own
community theater group." She
ticks off her new skills: juggling,
theater lighting, walking on stilts,
-mask-making, writing press releases,

"King Con " being presented to University of Illinois-Chicago student by John Bergman. (Chronicle/
Rob Perea)
sening up media interviews, carpentry, lots of circus skills, Jots of
everything. Not even figured into
this tally are the theatrical experiences and the fending off of the
"cons" by the prisoners that she
receives the most of because she is
black and she is woman.
When Shaun leaves the Geese
Company to finish getting her
credentials in the business at Co·
Jumbia, there will be a vital spot to
fill, company members say. Changing roles from a prison warden to a
street junkie, Landry is spent by the
end of each performance. AU the
actors play multiple roles in Geese
productions, some of which are
more structured than others. All are
kept suspenseful by both the improvisations and the malfunctioning
of props, lights. actors, the inflatable monster. not exactly high
tech.
Twenty-six is the all-time record
for the most roles played by one
person during one play . That includes a few brief moments spent by
the actor portraying a cell door.
This is what makes the group ·•a
constant challenge," says Landry .
"I go from looking under a bus to
see what's wrong to setting up an
audition to researching the ariticles
of Incorporation Acts. And, when
degree is in hand and the bus has
left without her, Shauo plans on
using all her acquired skills to teach
theater and have a group of her own
in the inner city, her hometown.
" I used to think acting was j ust
getting up and doing it. Now, I
know how to DO it."
The Geese Company has been
DOING it ever since John Berman
brought his considerable expertise in
theater and social work to the U .S .
from England, where his work in
both fields has earned him professional acclaim. His pony tail earns
him a lot of snap judgements by
those looking for easy nametags like
"hippie" and " liberal" - sometimes accompanied by a "bleeding
heart," often not.
' 'Sure, I used to consider myself
a liberal," he tells ;the crimino!ogi-

sts-to-be in the campus audience.
The " used to" is an unnecessary
c lue as the production unfolds, with
Bergman rolling around in the center
spotlight, literally roped to his inner
voice, the one that nags, cajoles,
badgers the actor as street hustler
deeper and deeper into the dirt that
puts his head in a noose when the
spotlight turns off.
A performance by the Geese
troupe is neither comfortable to
watch nor easy to understand. Those
being portrayed are mostly those
who people want to put away . soci·
ety•s lock-ups, the leftovers. To the
audience at the Circle Campus The·
ater, Bergman unravels the "criminal mind" that lurks in all of us, but
is the guiding light of the long-term
and · many-termed prison population.
Thcy·re looking at staged re plays of
their Jives, their hates . "their fuck·
ups:· says Bergman . " We all have
a little of the hustler in us; those
guys have PERFECTED it. ..
" We go into a prison and some
guys look at us and say. ' Hey, who
arc the fags?, and others say, · Hey
man. I'll help you carry your shit
(props).' We say, 'sure, but don·t
rip us off.· Then some of them try
to rip us off. What do we say: 'Oh.
oh, he LIED to me.' Of COURSE
he did. That's his life.
"Everyday, most inmates lie.
manipulate, con others. hustle. each
one trying to be top dog. a King
Con . Everything he does all day is
done to support what he·s trying to
be. The meanest, the best," the con,
according to Bergman .
What makes him even angrier
than the cons trying to con him are
people who throw up their hands at
any effort to rehabilitate criminals.
"If you don•t at least try. start to
do something pos itive with them
when you·ve got them locked up.
you're throwing them away and they
come out eight times crazier and
100 times more dangerous. When
prisoners start telling us their troubles in our theater workshops or
when we ·re just talking. we don•t let
them off the hook. Excuse NOTHING! " he admonishes the audience

of future criminologists.
Bergman describes what he calls
"buzz words" like "psychodrama"
and "sociopathical tendencies" as
abruptly as prisoners discard their
freedom when the gate closes behind
them. The topics covered in Geese
Company dramas concern them·
selves with bas ic issues like family
visits behind bars, probation haz·
ards. stay ing alive and keeping
straight on the outside. Nothing·s
taboo and no topics are too fragile
to explore onstage.
The pos itive part of the touring
theater is the interaction between
prisoners and actors. group cooper·
ation in acting workshops, room and
time for self-expression and finding
creative ways to communicate with
outsiders and insiders.

"The Con is
always waiting
for us"
" But the con is always waiting
for us. Prisoners spot us. they· re
seeing us as middle men to the parole
board. We go into eac h performance
like it's a bullfight.'• Bergman says .
But about three out of 200 out there
are ready for us to have some e ffect
on them; their •King Con· is def·
lated. at the zero point.
" We come playing games. games
they relate to. We come wearing
mas ks. the same masks they wear.
Only when they lift the mask can
change possible occur. ' That m-····f·
--·· disrespected me.· one says. The
King Con goes up and down. The
masks come on and off.· ·
Sometimes the prisoners manage
to keep their masks off. In Troy.
North Carol ina. a few months after
the Geese had gathered up their
stage props and masks and gone off
in their red bus. one prisoner gave
some self-expressive, creative words
of advice to one of his guards:
" Hey man . lift your mask. you ain •t
listening to me.··
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Journalism grads take to the road
By Anne Marie Ligas
With the first year of the journalism graduate program well underway, Auociate Director Eric Lund
for Springfield on April 7. They' ll
work in the state Capitol on Tuesdays. Wednesdays, and Thursdays
and return to C hicago on weekends.
As pan of the program, the 10
graduate students will spend four
weeks in both Springfoeld and
Washington D .C ., covering state
and national public affairs.
" The strength of our program,"
said Lund, "is that we concentrate
on public affairs on all three levels:
the fall semester is local, the s pring
semester is state and the summer
semester is national. "
Lund said that he will accompany
the students to Springfield and Associate Director Nicholas Shuman
will instruct them in Washington.
" We're each son of in our own
turf." Lund said.
Shuman is the former foreign
editor of the Chicago Daily News.
" Nick knows the territory . " Lund
added.
The graduate students will leave
for Springfield on April 7. They 'II
work in the state Capitol on
Tuesday. Wednesdays. a nd Thursdays and return to C hicago on

weekends .
A two-year grant from the
Pritzker Foundation will cover the
cost of transportation and housing.
" We do hope that we will always
be able to underwrite a good pan of
the transportation and housing costs
in Springfoeld and Washington."
said Lund.
Lund rece ntly retumoed from
Springfield , where he arranged
housing for the students at the
Mansion View Lodge.
" The Mansion View Lodge is oroe
of the two places where the legislators stay, " Lund said, " It's very
close to, convenient to, the Capitol. "
The students will have access to
the Capitol Press Room . run by the
Ulinois Legislative Correspondence
Auociation. which is "very handy
to both the Ulinois House and the
Illinois Senate." They'll cover the
governor, legislature and various
state agencies.
During the 11}-week. "concentrated" summer semester, the students will spend an entire four
weeks in Washington , beginning on
June 23. They will have access to
the University of Missouri 's fullyequipped graduate newsroom . located in the National Press Building
in Washington.
" The students will have memberships in the National Preu

Club... Lund added.
In Washington. the srudmts wtlf
attend seminan. tours, and p<-ess
conferences. They'II became familiar with covering the White House.
Supreme Coun. Congress and other
federal government depanments.
Graduate "*nt Ilyee Reisman
said she is looking forward to the
two trips. " I think we'll learn a
lol. " she said.
Reisman said thai the experience
of covering public affairs lint-hand
is invaluable. " I'm experiencing, I
feel, the same things I would if I
were working for a major newspaper." Reisman said, " If I just
staned out on a small newspaper, I
might 001 have that same experience."
Graduate student John Shankland
agreed . Shankland said' he spent a
lot of time considering, before he
decided to attend Columbia.
" I thought I could pfobably gain
a lot more practical experience
(through Columbia's program),"
Shankland said.
Although the students have the
opponunity to attend a variety of
press conferences, tour and seminars, Lund stressed another imponant aspect of Columbia's graduate program.
" One o f the things we really want
them to do is write. write . write, ..
he said .

Crain's Editor Cain lends
experience to Grassroot class
By Debby Vincent
A new course has been added to
Col umbia's journalism program for
tlus spring semester called ''Gra~s·
roo" Journalism : The Community
Press ...
The two-credit hour course is
taught by Carol Cain. associate editor of Crain 's C h icago Business
magazine . The course takes a
behind-the-scenes look at how suburban newspapers arc run . and
prepares students interested in pur~u ing careers writing for community
n~ws papc rs .

" The whole point of thi> class is
to take the edge off for >tudent> so
they can go in there with a few
tricks in their pocket. because you
never know what you ' ll have to pull
out.·· Cairi said . ··working for a
suburban newspaper involves a great
deal of responsibility. With community papers. you have to be on
call 24-hours a day. seven days a
week. My responsibility is to tell
students what to expect as a reponer
at a suburban newspaper.· · Cain
said.
Cain docs just that by sharing
with her students first-hand knowledge attained through her 16-year
career as a free lance writer and
photographe r fo r a number of
newspapers and magazines in the
Chicagoland area.
Cain also uses newsletters and
essays from journalistic magazines.
but most of the material used in the
class is from the experiences of
editors and publishers. because as
Cain said . "there is no text written
today to teach this class."
Cain. who describes the activities
of the course as " fun work ." says
the class is not a writing o r editing
class. but instead focuses more on
applying the polishing touches o n
student's skills .
.
Cain encourages he r students to
read everything they can.
" To be a good journalist you
need a broad background and have
to know a little bit of e verything."
s he said . " To be a good rcponer.
you have to be a good interviewer ,
and to be a good interviewer, you

have to be a good convcrsatio.lalisl. ··
By comparing the contrasting
community newspapers, Cain hopes
to open student 's eyes to the suburban

arc lower than . city newspapers.
However. often you get the best
experie nce at a smaller paper because you may be required to partic ipate in many different types of
work. where as on a city paper your
responsibilities may be limited. s he
said .
Cain believes in students getting
as muc h experience as t hey cari.
"Experience gives you a change to
learn the growing up process. We
" There will always be a need fo r learn by our mistakes,'' said Cain.
Cain believes. " If you want
a suhurban paper. I see real wonh
and wealth in the suburban press ... something real bad. you have to
wiggle
your way in . .. That os the
said Ca in. "On a small paper people
can move up fa~t. there arc more exact advice s he followed when at
opponunit i"'. You may be hired a> the age of 16. she went knocking on
a reponer but you have a very good the City News Bureau's door in
chance of becom ing editor. pub- pursuit of a job. only to be to ld she
was "too young . .. She returned a
lis her or even owner ...
year later and was told the same
Though Cain is strongly in favor
thing
. Howovcr. the following year,
of the suburban newspaper today.
at the age o f 18. she again returned.
she didn't always feel that way. All
through her college years at Nonh- but chis time with a recommendation
from a professor. Through deterern Illinois University. Cain was
mination. she finally landed the job
interested only in police reponing
she was after.
for a big city paper. At that time she
Cain's true enthusias m for jourfelt that suburban papers were bornalism continues today.
ing.
" To be a good journalist you •
" I didn't want to work in the
have to love your job. It has to be in
suburbs . I wanted to be a city
your hcan . If it is n' t - il shows in
reponer," she said.
your work." she said .
However. her feelings towards
Originally . Cain was - asked to
suburban papers have changed over
teach a financial reponing class bethe years.
cause of her experience at Crain
"When writing for a suburban
magazine, but her hean wasn' t in it.
paper. the response is greater, and
She thought a course that explored
immediately people know you. I like
the
community press would be more
the instant feedback of being recognized for my work in journalism,'' . of a benefit to students. With this in
mind she came up with the idea for
she said. " You're much closer to
Grassroots Journalism.
the reader when writing for subStudents who are taking the
urban papers."
course speak highly of it, and recCain strongly recommends emo mmend it to fellow journalism
ployment at suburban news papers to
newspapers.
students who are fresh out of college
" She's here for us to drain all her
with little or no journalism experiknowledge out of her," said Cynthia
ence . "Suburban papers are us ually
Brawner, a student in Cain's class.
run by a younger crowd of people
As a teacher and fellow journalist
who are willing to take a chance and
dedicated to helping students imtake on an inexperienced person .
prove their journalistic skills, Cain
They are paternalistic, in that they
would like to
future reponers
want to help." she said. "They take
become "good" journalists, and
beginners under their wing."
help
from
her - they
with
a
little
Because suburban newspapers atmay.
tract the inexperienced, their salaries

papc"

Always a
__

need

for

suburban papers

=

Associate Dlre.:tor of the ~rnallsm gradu•te de(lllrtmmt, Eric: Lund,
works in the Field Foundation newsroom. (ChronklefRobb ~ra)

INTODAY'S

JOB MARKET

EMPLOYERS WANT
MORE THAN THE
SAME OLD B.S.

Ev~ry year, over a million new college graduates pUt
on their new blue suits and go job hiDlting.
All of them have degrees. Most of them have hearty
handshakes. But very few have what efi1lloyers want
most- practical work experience_
That's why there's a nationwide program called
Cooperative Education. It allows students to alternate
studies at the college of their dxJice with JBd, JDCtic;al
work experience in the career of their choice
So Co-op Education studentsgraduate with more than
a degree. They have practical knowledge AIXI a
canpetitive advantage in today's crowded job market
AIXI that sure beats trying to B.S. your way no a job.

CO•OP
EdUcaUon
You earn a
when you earn a
future

degree.
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Hixon's ·serves popcorn and ambiance
By Judy Sluder
~sw~uoomofcarmelcorn

wafts through the air. Like bees
drawn to honey, people sauntering
_ down Jackson Boulevard are led by
that scent right into Hixon's Popcorn
shop.
Once inside, customers are
greeted by one of the genuinely
friendly 'Cheerful Earfull' staff
members.
"You will not just receive the
oommon greeting 'Hi, how are
you?' at our shop," said Winston
Howlen; a one-and-a-half year employee at Hixon's. We go beyond
the "superficial" and try to be

friend!

.::;:;:::::~Y~·----------

Customers keep
coming back

said Howlett. " Many we know on a
first-name basis."
Iris Perkins, a one-year staff
member, knows certain customers
by what tj>ey order. She spots regular customers walking in the door
and has their order ready by the
time they reach the counter.
" Iris is on the ball," said Howlen. "1 wish 1 had a memory like
hers. I'm jealous."
According to Howlett, knowing a
customer s name creates an .. ambiance" that goes over quite well.
Along with keeping track of customer's names, Howlett and Perkins
are encouraged to look into other
stores and " keep their eyes open."
Constant "quality control" is kept
on the popcorn and every batch is
treated by consistency," she said.
" We are ~ guinea pig~ here,"
she ·said.
9

Besides selling spicy cajun,
cannel, cheese, seasoned and plain ·
popcorn, Hixon's offers a variety of
-..------~,.-'"'!'~-~~ "gounnet" cookies and hot dogs.
According to Howlett , the .
" The hot dogs have become very
'Cbeerful Earfull' employees know popular," owner An Hixon stated .
tbe difference between marketing
The store has expanded its variety
and hustling.
of items, which original-ly began
" We sell ourselves as well as our with just popcorn.
product, " be said.
In the warmer months, an asThis is probably why Hixon's has sonment of italian ice is sold.
acquired such a large number of
Accordins to Perkins, the ice is
repeat customers.
great for people who are weight.. About 90 percent of our cus- conscious. "Italian ice is made from
tomers have visited here before," fruit and there are about 150 calo.:._

Above, store own~r Art Hixon (left) and employees Iris Perkins and Winston Howlett. (Chronicle/

James Svehla)
ries in the whole two and a halfgallon container."
Hixon's has grown from a small
antique popcorn wagon to a well
established shop.
The business staned as a " fluke,"
according to Hixon.
He began selling popcorn from
an antique popcorn wagon at various
an fairs and decided to see if he
could " make some money" out of
his small business.
This is when he staned thinking
about an actual store.
" I also was tired of loading up
the wagon, unloading it and getting
home late at night," he said.
_ According to Hixon, he wanted
something a little more "substancial
and pennanent. "
He took one year's leave-ofabsence from his job and did nothing but research tbe entire popcorn
market, he said .
" l staned doing my homework
first , before I went to see anybody," stated the entrepreneur.
Hixon searched the city for a
possible store )ocation.

.

Last, but not least, he had to

One ol Hixon's many popcorn choices. The "Cheerful Earfull" (below) acquire funding to complete the
(James SvebWChronlcle)

project.

"Being a perspective new kid on
the block. I dido ' t have much in
terms of capital,'' stated Hixon.
DePaul University finally came
through and offered a location on
,
Jackson Boulevard, he said.
"DePaul traded in capital for
human resources," said Hixon,
"something . which they felt we
had."
After about one year. Hixon's
Popcorn was ready for business.
Unfonunately, the store, at 66 E.
Jackson Blvd., opened in 1983 when
the temperature dove to a mere 72
degrees below zero.
Hixon said that his "beautiful"
store sat donnant that day.
" I literally sat here and cried,"
said Hixon . " I thought 'what did I
do to deserve this?'"
" The only time the cash register
would ring was when I would buy
myself something," he said.
The pipes froze that day and there
was a "big mess," Hixon said.
Even after such a discouraging
fi rst day, Hixon's managed to survive and flourish.
Currently , Hixon said that he is in
the process of developing a kind of
business for companies that want to

ship out cannisters of popcorn a~
gifts.
Customers can now purchase various-sized cannisters of popcorn and
the store will ship them, said Perkins.
"We do not emphasize sending
our plain popcorn," she said, "We
suggest sending flavored popcorn.
We want our customers to get their
money's wonh. "
The shop is generating a "shipout" kind of business because "it is
difficult to depend on walk-in traffic
when it is cold outside," said the
store owner.
Hixon's also provides holiday and
special events cannisters.
We try to take , advantage of the
Cubs and Bears and "all of that,''
Hixon said.
The store also sponsors many
promotional events.
The popcorn shop will sponsor a
Bike-A-Thon on June 8, for the
American Cancer Society.
Whether a customer is a firsttimer, or one of the " regulars" at
Hixon's, they will be greeted with a
cheerful smile and a mouth-watering
scent that will keep them coming
hack for more of the 'Cheerful Earfull 's' fluffy kernels.
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50's celebration for alumni planned
By Glenda Mace

and students, which was an admir·

able showing, according to Dahl.
"We're slowly strug)iog to get
people to have a real strong identi·
lication with the school and to feel

l..asl year's Columbia College
Alumni Association party was such
a success at Jukebox Saturday
Night, that organizers had no trou· · that connection," she said. "Every
ble choosing the location for this year the anendance gets a linle bet·
year's festivities , according to ter and people become more aware
Wendy Dahl, director of Alumni of what the association does. •'
The annual parties are one thing
Relationa.
Alumni and students will gather the association does to keep ~
lumbia alumni in touch with one
together on Much 21 from 5 to 8
p.m. at the popular 1950's motif another. " The party is primarily a
bu, located at 2251 N. Lincoh• social event," Dahl said, " It allows
Ave., for the association 's fifth an- people an opportunity to touch base
with others that they haven't seen
nual party . An $8 admission fee
for a while, and it also allows
pays for an unlimited buffet and a
disc jockey. A cash bu will also be people to do some networking and
meet new people. "
provided.
Because Columbia alums don' t
· "The parties get bener every
year," Dahl explained. "There are always stay in the Chicago area after
no specifics on who comes and who they graduate, chapters of the alumni association have been formed
doesn' t. It's a bunch of people get·
ting together and having a lot of in California and New York. ·
" We started looking at our well·
fun ."
Last year's party drew 120 alums established alumni and found that a

lot of them had gone out of stare,"
Dahl said. "People tended to stay in
Chicago or to gravitate to the coata1
areas for employment. Los Angeles
was one of the primary spots for
television and radio alumni. Even if
they didn 't stay there permanently,
they tended to go out there for a
couple of yean for exposure or to
do a linle networlcina."
The Californ ia chapter was
formed approximately three yean
ago. Its chapter representative is
Haig Keropin, a 1941. Columbia
graduate, and retired city editor of
the Los Angeles Daily News.·
" Primarily what we do (with the
California chapter) is send out surveys to alums aslcing if they'd like
to be a career adviser," Dahl said.
"A lot of students are about lo
graduate and they want to go out to
California, but they have no idea
what to do, what to ask, where to
go or what to wear. Career advisers
can help them out with that."

Peter Falk starring in
comedy at the Blackstone

The California chapter also has an
annual party foe alumni to renew old
aquaintances. l..asl year's social
event wu a m:eption at the Cenllll')'
Plaza HOld in Century City . Approllimately 50 people were in at·
tendance to hear Ed MOI"ris, chair·
man of the television department,
talk about the tele..Uioo program.
and to fmd out what the college and
the alumni association have been
doing and will be doing in the
future . Excerpts from the conference
on " The Second Age of Television"
were shown as well .
Keropin · was awarded a special
plaque for dedicated service to the
college during the reception. " Keropin has been working for many
yean in this voluntary position. He
has put in many hours of work to
help pull this thing together," explained Dahl.
The recently established New
York chapter will have its first social event in late May , according to
Dahl, although the party and the
chapter are still in their formative
stages . Chapter representatives in
New York are Karen Copeland and
Patrick Muldowney . Copeland, a
1978 television graduate is program
director for WNBC-TV . Muldowney, 1972 television graduate, is
president of M~ldowney Commu·
nications, a media consulting firm
that produces satellite news confer·

ences.
The New York chapter differs
slightly from the California chapter

•

in lhll alumni in New Yor1t aren't
just in ldevisioo oc film. "lll C.U.
fomia there could be one oc two
alums tbat aren't in televisioo oc
film. In New York are abo wriRn
and IICIOn; it's not a two mubc
city." said DUll.
Accordina to DUll, despite the
success of the three chapten, the
association is lookina to involve
more ai\IIIUIS and to offer more
services in the future. The auoci·
atioo curreody puts out a neW11dter
three times each year, otren special
educational, cultural and social activities for members, and holds var·
ious fund-raisers for the colleae.
One of the fund-raisers is the
annual phone-a-thon, which took
place through March 13, and in. volved calling alumni to ask for
donations. The association is always
looking for volunteers and contribu·
tions. according to Dahl.
Although it can be difficult to get
people involved in extracurriculu
activities at commuter colleges, Dahl
has seen a delinte improvement in
interest and participation in the association's activities .
"Even just looking at the lint
five years (the association) has been
in existence you can see improvement," Dahl said . " For our first
couple of events we were lucky to
get a handful of people. Now to get
120 people at a party is good, but it
co<ild be bener. I think we have to
create awareness, and create a marketplace for the association.· •

"Did you have too much to drink?"

"I'm perfectly fine."
"Are you in any shape to drive?"
. "I've never felt better:"
"I think you've had a few too many."
"You kiddin, I can drive
with my eyes closed."
"You've had too much to drink,
let me drive."·
"Nobody drives my car but me."
~ter Falk (left) and J oe Mantegna star in David Mamet's 1984 Pulitzer-prize winning comedy, "Gietlprry
Glen Ross" at the Blackstone lbeatre.
By Rudy M . Vorkapic
ising to "sell, sell, sell," and give
The second act is set in a slimy

Anyone who has ever been sold a
ear by a pushy salesman, or hustled
into purchasing a vacuum cleaner,
or just hustled by any salesman ,
should experience David Mamet's
1984 Pulitiz.er-prize winning com·
edy, " Glengarry Glen Ross, " at the
Blackstone Theatre, which runs
through March 29.

his boss 20 percent of his commis· real estate office somewhere in
sion.
Chicago. It is in this act that the
Following a quick fade , two more entire east works together and the
salesmen, South side native J . J . play literally talces-<1ff.
Johnston; who is brilliant in his role
Do the two salesmen actually
as the scheming and instigating
Dave Moss, and Alan Manson break-in to their own office to steal
from
their own company? The an(George Aaronow) get together to
" just talk". Actually , they plan to swer to that will be found from Jack
Wallace who plays Detective Sar" Glengarry Glen Ross" features heist their own company· s best
geant Baylen, and who rounds out
Peter " Columbo" Faile as Shelly " leads" and sell them to a com·
the east of " Glengarry Gjen Ross."
" the Machine" Levene and native petitor.
Chicagoan Joe Mantegna as Ri~hard
Afte r another fa de, Chuck
The language in the play is quite
Roma. The tw<>-act play is about Stransky (James Lingle) and Man· graphic, but then would one expect
American business · and, in par· tegna appear to be the closest of salesmen to be as pleasant as they
ticular, the business of four sleazy friends . The two, or actually Man· are to the unsuspecting public 24real estate salesmen, desperately tegna, are having a lively conversa· hours a day?
trying to make a living .
tion about life. After about five
minutes of conversation with
"Glengarry Glen Ross" is a terThe first act is set in a Chinese Stransky, however, Mantegna, who rific play, which brings out many of
restaurant. First, Falk and his office deservedly won a Tony Award and a the feelings Americans have about
manager , J . T . Walsh (John Wil- Joseph Jefferson Award for his role,· the American salesman.
liamson) . talk about Faile's poor interjects, " By the way, nice to
selling record over the past few meet you, my name is Richard
Performance times are Monday
months and how Fall< is about to be Roma . . . " Mantegna proceeds to through Saturday at 8 p.m. with
fired. However Fall< arranges a deal sell the unsuspecting Stransky a Wednesday and Saturday matinees at
with his bois to keep his job, prom· parcel of land.
2 p.m.

"Are you OK to drive?"
few beers?"

DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP.
U. S. Deportment of Transportation

~
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.by K. Bufkin

The Last Dragons

B-Birds

by W. Whitney
••. 1"HE f3Ul/5 t.J~I)U)
IlL (I# THf tlt. Wl'l Y ro

CORNER OF MICHIGAN & BALBO
THE BLACKSTONE HOTEL 939-0096

"Probably The World's Best Burger"

·sTUDENTS! 20% OFF THE BEST BURGERS

AND...

Remember when a burger was a burger, back
when it was still fun to eat - fresh ground, pure
beef hot off the charcoal grill, snuggled-up next to a heap of crisp,
golden f(ies. And bow 'bout a double-rich malt to top it off. (always
made with Haagen-Dazs creamy ice cream)
Well, that's just the beginning at CHEQUERS in the BLACKSTONE HOTEL where quality, fun food mixes with a great new
atmosphere for a great meal, breakfast lunch or dinner. Start-off
the day with fresh-squeezed 0 .J., pure, rich Kona bean coffee and

great pancakes or fluffy omelettes. And for lunch,
watch out for ..."probably the worlds best burger"
(6 oz. or 9 oz.) with over a dozen fresh toppings, homemade
soups, heaping fresh salads and killer fountain creations. And after
the day is done settle down to some of the special specials (like
grilled swordfish, or N.Y. Steak) that round-out our menu for
dinner. All this at 20% off for students with a current J.D . So
check-out CHEQUERS at the BLACKSTONE HOTEL, corner of
Michigan and Balbo.

Loyola boss seeing the light
.a.o

N e x t - will
-a ...
Rambler ICbedule. t.o,ola will tlca,

By Craig J . Dowden
It has been said that your prob·

lems will soon be over when you
see light at the end of the tunnel.
For the Loyola Ramblers, that light
may be approaching quicker than
they had previously thought possi·
ble. And as Loyola Coach Gene
Sullivan said . " We hope to have
that tunnel far behind us by as soon
as next year.··
The Ramblers "light" is coming
in the form of Tim Bankston, a
transfer from Bradley, who hopes to
lead Loyola back to the top of the
Midwestern Collegiate Confe rence.
Following a disappointing 1985·
86 season that saw Loyola fall to
13· 16, Coach Sullivan sees brighter
days ahead also.
" With the addition of Bankston, I
think we have a team that could
cause a lot of proble ms for our
opponents next year." said Sullivan.
" We will put a team with experi·
ence and leadership on the court ,
and I feel that they' ll be respect·
able."
Sullivan sees Banksto n as the key
for the Ramblers 1986-87 season.
and he is high on him even though
Bankston has yet to play a game in
the Loyola uniform.
" The kid dominates our prac·
tices." said Sulli van. "He rips re-

IIDIOIII ocben, lllilloll, .....,,
South Carolilla, NOI1h C1n1111111
S!Me, Muquene, Noo.11nu"*a - '
De Paul.

The Ramblers will ..., ,.., Ia
two tournameniJ, said Mtta.
They will ~y in 111 ~ .._.
nament 111M will include LouiniDe
and Georgia Tecll. ·They will IIIIo
play in a Denver 1011.- ...
also includes Iowa, Colondo - '
CniJbton.
Andre Moore's senior lead·
ership and scoring ability Is
a key to Ramblers' future
success
bounds out of the hands of our big
men and steals the ball from our
best ball handling guards. I expect
him to be a major force in Division
I basketball for the next couple of
years . He plays great defense and
can score with the best of them ."
Sullivan sees his big point production coming from Bankston and
proven scorers Bernard Jackson and
Andre Moore. With these players,
plus several other experienced ones.
Sullivan predicts an improved record
for next season.
" We can't miss at being better,"

Coac:h Gene Sullivan expeds
Ramblers to get back on
winning track
said Sullivan. " Mike Cenar, Nate
Brooks, Antowne Johnson, Stephond
Robinson, Bobby Clark and Dave
Klusendorf will all return with an·
other year of experience under their
belts. They all performed well for
us in big situations last year. And
with a little more learning they will
all help us and give us one of the
deepest benches in the conference."
Sullivan is quick to point out that
the players are not the only ones
with things to learn for next season.
He sees a lot of the blame for the

Loyola fall of last season resting on
his shoulders.
" I put a great amount of the
blame on myself," said Sullivan. "I
didn't play as many people in game
situations as I should have, and at
the end of the games the tiredness
showed.
" Then I realized what a talented
team I had and that my bench was
almost as strong as my players on
the court," said Sullivan. "Next
season will see a lot of players
getting a lot of minutes."

"With a sdledule like thll, ......
going to need bi& efforta 0111 ollll
of our players, " aaid Sullivan.
Sullivan may aet 10me help if be
can land prize reCruit Kenny Miller
of Morgan Park.
" Miller would help ua 0111
greatly," said Sullivan. "He'a 6-9"
and we can deflllllel1 die.
height."
Whether the Ramblera are 'lille 10
sign Miller is yet to be ·
one thing is for sure, Coac:ll SuWva •
plans to move his team t.ck to die
top L-.d move them dlere quickly.
He is a man with a go.J, and a will get it even if, shall we aay, be
has to " ramble" to it.

a.

Everyone should play in NCAA tourney
When the NCAA tournament
selection committee invited DePaul
to its 64-team field most people
shook their heads and asked, why?
Well. why not? The Blue Demons
played one of the toughest schedules
in the country and won more than
they lost. Not much more, but vic·
tories over St. John's, Alabama·
Birmingham and Marquette certainly
qualifies them as one of the top 64
teams in the country.

able for stronger teams which fa iled tory as much as Ray Meyer. Maybe
to win a conference or conference , more.
tournament.
Marquette is definitely one of the
top 64 teams in the country . Cali·
DePaul was fortunate enough to
get in. Marquette was not. The
fomia, Texas A&M and Texas
NCAA said it was the Blue De·
Christian also could qualify, but
mons' victory over the Warriors in
didn't.
the regular season finale that
The NCAA lo~es to make money
---------------...;.;;.;..;.;.;;.;.;;,.;..;,;.;.;.;;..;.;;..;;.;;;;.;..;,;;,;;,;;.;;:_

Locker Room Lines
By
Greg Canfield

teams a shot at the national championship and allows the NCAA to
keep making money·
I bet you are holding your breath,
aren't you? Afterall, I wouldn' t have
gone this far if I didn't have a
solution.
Ready? Maybe you should sit
down first. You are sitting down?
Then don' t move. Brace yourself.
Here it is. Let everybody into the
tournament .
I know1 it was a letdown. You' ve
heard this before. The NCAA has to
and · it's about time someone started

Controversy arises, however, be·
cause the committee does not select
the 64 besr teams in the country. In -~~-~~~-~-~-----------~~~~':""'"" listening.
clinched a berth for them and sent which is why the NIT is still in
Under the present system, teams
this year's field there were probably
the Warriors to the NIT.
business, despite having to fill its unworthy of competing for the na·
15 teams that couldn' t rank in the
Maybe so, but the Blue Demons'
32-team field with leftovers. Some tional championship are getting a
top 64.
chance. It's only fair that all quality
national reputation and location in a of them spoiled leftovers.
They earned automatic ,berths by
large television market had to help
teams get the same chance.
winning weak conferences, thus
their chances. The NCAA was
Therefore a system has to be
If all Division I schools were
limiting the number of spots avail· probably rooting for a DePaul vic· developed which gives all deserving allowed in the tournament it would

only add two games to the scbecklle
and would eliminate theae senaeleu
post-season conference tournamentl.
To ensure big crowds the finl
two rounds could be ~yed 011 die
home floora of the team1 with die
best records. For instance, Jlliaoia
could host Loyola and Dehul c:ouJd
host Dlinois State.
The same scenario would !like
place around the country with being paired geographically. When
the first two rounds are. c:ompleeed
the survivora enter regional play at
neutral sites.
Just imagine, Northwestern wa.Jd
have an opportunity to go from !at
in the Big 10 to number one in die
nation. Okay, that's .a litlle far.
fetched .
But, at least, all teaml with die
talent to win a natioaa1 champioaship would get the same chance.

Struggling Bulls a Vlinner- maybe
By Craig J . Dow den
The Chicago Bulls. A team barely
alive. They can be rebuilt. They
have the technology. They will run
faster, jump higher and shoot better
than ever before. They may not e nd
up bionic, but this is a project that
won't cost $6 million.
Right now, it' s true. it is embarrassing to admit that the Bulls are a
Chicago team. You hide your face
whe n the topic of the Bulls comes
up, and you use far too many of
those nasty words when you are
caught in a conversation about them.
But to pull a phrase used much to
often out of the novel of Chicago
excuses... "Wait 'til next year."

Stop laughing fo r a second and
take a step back. Look at the team.
When healthy, the Bulls have re·
bounding and scoring potential in
Charles Oakley, a budding star,
Sidney Green, O rlando Woolridge
and Gene Banks at the forward
Spols . They also. if healthy , have
Michael Jordan, along with George
Gervin, Kyle Macy. John Paxson

and Michael Holton at the guard
positions . True they don't have a
power cente r, but they do have a
quality backup center in Dave Cor·
zinc and a possible star for the
future in Mike Smre k.
If these players are so great, you
ask, then why didn't they put together a winning season? Two answers, Michael Jordan was hurt and
the starting center spot had a vacancy sign permane ntly posted.
One of those problems is easily

solved. After Jordan rests his foot,
he will come back to lead the team
as he did in 1984-85. The other,
while not simple, is far from im·
possible . Maybe.
Believe it o r not, if the Bulls are
to do better next season it would be
better if they lost more games this
season.
If the Bulls are " lucky" enough
to pull off· a couple of more losses,
they will assure themselves a spot in

the NBA draft lottery. The bulls will needed to create competition in next ·
never win $40 niillion ·in the lottery, years training camp. CompetitiOD
but they could win the right to the never hurts, especially in die Balb'
number one choice in next year's case.
college draft. Maybe.
If the Bulls are for1UIIaloC eaouah
In its infinite wisdom, the NBA to land one of these tria ~ it u.y
no longer awards the number one be only a short matter of time befcn
pick to the worst team in the league. . they make their way t.ck up iD die
Instead, it puts the teams with the standings. Maybe.
seven worst records into a lottery
Next season c:6uld be a bia one
and lets lady luck decide in what
for the Chicago Bulls, at least they
order those seven teams will select.
hope it wiJl, be. And with the llddiHere is where the BuUs fortunes
tions of a quality eemer, a heakby
could change for the bener. Maybe.
" Air" Jordan, · a healthy Orlando
If they get one of the three or Woolridge and die subuaction of a
four top positions in the draft, the troublesome QuinteD DlliJey, thdle
Bulls can select a big man and tum hopes could turn into • sudden
on the " no" in front of that vacancy reality. Maybe.
sign at the center position.
Don't go off and buy tboee plly·
Towers such as Brad Daugherty off tickets juat yet, CID8C eo be
of North Carolina, Brad Sellara of honest, all of tbeae bopea c:ouJd be
Ohio State and Roy Tarpley of . dashed oo die rocka aa (aar aa it
Michigan are all eligible for the takes to break a foot.
But
ybe just maybe die 1916draft this year, and all of them have
what it takes to help the Bulls pull 87
rna · ~ be
IIIIi"
themselves back up to respectability. the ~ Bulls. If~ il,
Maybe.
where you heard it finl. ADd if it,
With their other choices, the Bulls isn' t, hey, I jllll wort here IIIli .ay ,
could draft the . quality playera editor made me wrile this.
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